
The precision

is yours!

MX 20 c+  
MX 25 c+ 

MX 30 c+ 

 CompaCt+ LOADERS AMENITY 



A M E N I T Y

LOADER RANgE

CompaCt+

QUaLItY aND EaSE oF USE
tHat’S tHE mX pHILoSopHY 

MX CoMpaCt+ loaders are made to the same exacting standards  
as our large range loaders, incorporating the same features,  
quality of finish and reliability. 

Impeccable build quality 
MX use the very latest 

manufacturing techniques from 

initial steel profiling up to final 

assembly of the loader, quality is 

guaranteed.  

Quality finish 
CoMpaCt+ loaders initially go 

through an intensive shot blasting 

process which allows perfect adhe- 

rence of the paint. the result is a  

highly resistant, glossy surface finish. 

Systematic Test 
all functions of MX CoMpaCt+  

loaders are fully tested before 

despatch. product reliability is 

guaranteed from day one. 



MX 20 c+
For 15 - 25 hp

MX 25 c+
For 20 - 40 hp

MX 30 c+
For 30 - 65 hp

a complete range  
for compact tractors 

15-65 hp 

cONTENTS
PErfOrmaNcE p.3  

cOmfOrT p.6

EffIcIENcY p.7

IMpLEMENtS p.8

FRoNt LINKaGE p.9

WEIGHtS p.9

The precision  is yours!
COMPACT+ loaders are derived from years of MX experience,  

they allow even the most challenging handling operations to be made with complete  

confidence and security; with maximum comfort. 



Shock Eliminator  
System®  
Superior comfort  
and balance 
With the aid of the Shock Eliminator  
System the ride quality  
of the tractor/loader  
unit is significantly improved. 
additionally, it eliminates any shocks  
caused by rapid loader movements.

Whilst working in total comfort tiredness is reduced, this allows complete attention  
to the task in hand. CoMpaCt+ loaders allow you to work more efficiently, resulting  
in complete “peace of mind”. 
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Operator comfort  

on all types of terrain

multifunctional  
lever  
Supple and ergonomic 
a professional loader control system  
comprising of an independent hydraulic  
valve and multi-axis control lever.  
Lift and crowd functions can be operate 
simultaneously. one single lever to operates 
all functions of the loader. Supreme comfort, 
maximum precision.

Instant loader 
to tractor  
hitching
Connected with an easy to use and 
safe pin mechanism the loader can be 
removed from the tractor in seconds. 
the loader sub frame is designed to 
match each specific tractor make 
and model which ensures a compact 
design with unrestricted access to 
maintenance points. 

optIoNS



In today’s busy working environment a machine with good performance is not enough,  
to achieve maximum efficiency it must also offer a high level of automation.  
With a CoMpaCt+ loader you will never hesitate to remove the loader or interchange 
implements where necessary.
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  Work with 
optimum efficiency 

automatic  
implement to 
loader hitching 
Implements are easily hitched whilst 
sitting in the tractor seat, simply drive 
in, pick up, and then fully crowd back 
to automatically lock the implement. 
Unhitching is made simple by a well 
positioned mechanical lever.

Never any hesitation  
to change implements 
Hitching and unhitching is simple,  
you can easily swap implements,  
ensuring you use the one most  
appropriate for the task at hand. 

Safe hitching 
With clear all round visibility the loader 
hitching procedure is easy and safe.

See page 8-9 for full range of implements 

Easy to use parking stands 
parking stands are easy to set up due 
to their simple design. When not in use 
they can be neatly stored on the inside 
of the loader beams. this gives the 
added benefit that the underneath of 
the loader is free of any protrusions that 
may damage trailer boards.

Rapid hitching. 
Hitched to the tractor in seconds; the pin 
locking mechanism is simple and quick. 



MX offer a wide range of implements, all of which are easy to use and highly durable.  
they offer optimum efficiency and become a valued asset to achieve your day to day  
handling requirements. 
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Implements 

for every task

Loose Material Bucket 
a general purpose bucket available 
in 4 widths. they incorporate a 
cylindrical back promoting effective 
tear-out and easy bucket filling. 

20c+ 25c+ 30c+

BRC 92 ✱ ✱ 120 L 155 L

BRC 120 ✱ ✱ ✱ 160 L 210 L

BRC 140 ✱ ✱ 190 L 250 L

BRC 160 ✱ ✱ 210 L 270 L

4 in 1 Bucket 
a truly universal implement which 
can be used for digging, loading, 
grading etc. 

20c+ 25c+ 30c+

BQU 120 ✱ ✱ 210 L

BQU 140 ✱ ✱ 185 L 240 L

Multi Service Bucket 
a multi-purpose implement  
combining a bucket, reliable and easy 
to use. 

20c+ 25c+ 30c+

BMSC 130 ✱ ✱ 296 L

BMSC 150 ✱ 342 L

Manure Fork 
With its long tines (650 mm)  
this implement is ideal for  
clearing manure. the optional  
top grab further enhances its 
performance.

20c+ 25c+ 30c+

BFC 115 ✱ ✱ ✱



  mX 20c+ mX 25c+ mX 30c+

Maximum height at implement pivot* 2,15 m 2,45 m 2,60 m

Maximum height under horizontal bucket (1) 1,95 m 2,25 m 2,35 m

Maximum height under dumped bucket (2)# 1,60 m 1,90 m 2,00 m

Digging depth # 0,15 m 0,15 m 0,15 m

Dumping angle at full height (3)# 68° 68° 68°

Dumping angle at ground level (4)# 90° 115° 122°

Crowd angle (5)# 45° 45° 45°

Forward reach available for discharge (6)# 850-950 mm 950-1050 mm 1050-1150 mm

Lift force at implement pivot* 660 kg 730 kg 1400 kg

Lift capacity at implement pivot over the entire lifting range* 570 kg 630 kg 990 kg

Lift capacity on pallet 0.50m out on forks at ground level* 490 kg 540 kg 1280 kg

Payload on pallet 0.50m out on forks at 1m from ground 450 kg 500 kg 1150 kg

Payload on pallet 0.50m out on forks at 2m from ground level 410 kg 450 kg 1000 kg

Payload on pallet 0.50m out on forks at full height 390 kg 425 kg 710 kg

Lifting time 4,5 sec 4,5 sec 3,8 sec

Dumping time 2,2 sec 2,5 sec 3,3 secSp
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a range of front  
linkages compatible  
with CoMpaCt+ 
loaders, a useful 
combination to ensure 
that the tractors full 
potential is utilised. 

MX R05 Capacity of 500 kg

MX R08* Capacity of 800 kg
(*availability to be confirmed) 

Values may vary according to type of tractor used. 

Characteristics measured at: 

- MX 20C/MX25C: 140 bars at a flow rate of 20 litres/min 

- MX 30C: 180 bars at a flow rate of 30 litres/min. 

*Only payload lift capacity should be considered, values at ground level 
and at implement pivot are not working data. 

Weights of 250 and 400kg  
(category 1).

their flat base allow  
easy hitching on all types of ground. 

3rd  
Function: 

for powered  
implements 
Electro-valve  

fitted  
to the loaders  

cross beam,  
protected by  

a metal guard. 

mach2® 
Quick and easy  

connection  
of implement  

hydraulic lines. 
Strong, reliable  

and easy to use,  
Mach2 system  

enables the implement  
hydraulic lines  

to be coupled in one 
simple action, even 

under pressure. 
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Linkage  
and weights 

Top grab for Manure Fork.
Strong and durable, this is a useful 
addition to a manure fork.  
It’s 470 mm tines are bolt-on to 
allow easy maintenance. 

20c+ 25c+ 30c+

GFC 120 ✱ ✱ ✱ 300 L

Manubal
Equipped with two cruciform tines this 
implement promotes easy and quick 
handing of round or square bales. 
purposely designed for our range of 
Compact+ loaders it perfectly meets 
the needs of smallholders and  
equestrian users.

20c+ 25c+ 30c+

BRC 10 ✱ ✱ ✱

pallet Fork and Carrier
pallet tines are 1000 mm in length 
and their spacing is fully adjustable 
allowing easy handling of most 
types of pallets up to 800kg.

20c+ 25c+ 30c+

TRC 800 ✱ ✱ ✱

optIoNS



 

A M E N I T Y

LOADER RANgE

CompaCt+

SELF-LEVELLING paRaLLELoGRam:
a NEW LEVEL oF USER ComFoRt

the self-levelling parallelogram automatically retains  
the implement angle, allowing effortless use of the loader. 

User friendly 
the operator is able to lift 

or lower the loader without 

continuously correcing the 

implement angle. 

Optimum Visibility  
Due to the absence of levelling 

rods above the loader boom all 

round visibility is exceptional. 

Compact dimensions  
the loader retains its small 

size, best suited for the work 

for which it is designed.



Exceptional  
performance with unrivalled  
precision

With their simple and rational concept, derived from the MX know-how,  
CoMpaCt+ loaders are ideal for your day to day amenity handling 
requirements. 

Optimum lift height
MX CoMpaCt+ loaders offer optimum forward reach  
at maximum lift height, allowing effortless unloading of  
materials into a trailer, and easy stacking of pallets. 

Optimum bucket crowd  
angle for more productivity 
Carefully considered geometry  
between the loader’s crowd  
mechanism and bucket generate  
maximum crowd angles. Filling  
the bucket is simple, with minimal  
material spillage. 

Optimum bucket dumping 
angle for more efficiency 
With its very impressive bucket 
dumping angle, clean and quick 
material discharge is guaranteed. 
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19, rue de Rennes 

Bp 83221 

F-35690 Acigné 

Tél :+33 (0)2 99 62 52 60 

Fax :+33 (0)2 99 62 50 22 

email : contact@m-x.eu 
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